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Hog Wild!

Traditionally, Hogfish have been a favorite quarry of spear fishermen exclusively, but in recent
years Florida anglers have discovered techniques to catch hogfish on hook and line as well.
Dale Reed landed these Big Bend beauties earlier this year.

President’s Corner

Submit your photos on http://www.gofc.us/wp/photos/photo-submission/

By Mark Haberman,
GOFC President

Spring is right around the
corner and gulf surface
temperatures are starting to
flirt with 70 degrees. Many
experienced fishermen
consider this the magic
temperature for pelagic fish to start their annual
migration through club waters. Glass minnows and
other bait fish show up in the billions with fired up king
and Spanish mackerel following close behind. Cobia

and pesky sharks will show up as well with hearty
appetites.
Speaking of hearty appetites, it’s time to get ready for
our annual Seafood Banquet and Awards Ceremony.
This year’s banquet will be held on April 10th at 4pm
and is free to all members. Due to Covid-19 concerns,
we’re changing things up a bit. Ken & Debby Knopf
will still host the event, as they have for many years.
Thank you, Ken and Debby!!!
What’s the big change you ask? This year’s event
will be held on a Saturday afternoon instead of the
traditional Friday night. This will allow for an earlier
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start (4PM) and if mother nature cooperates, it will
be outdoors where social distancing will be more
convenient.
As usual, our club's master chef Virgil Cooper will
be overseeing the cooking. The menu will remain
about the same as last year, with plenty of lobster,
crab, and clams to go around. Virgil and team always
do a phenomenal job and no one should walk away
hungry.
Families are encouraged to bring a desert to share.
Deserts will be judged by a very knowledgeable panel
and top desert will be awarded $100.
After our waistlines are stretched to the limit, we’ll be
handing out our biggest fish awards as well as our
top fishermen and fisherwomen for 2020. This event
is sure to be a great time with lots of big fish stories.
Hope to see you all there.
Tight lines and see ya on the water,
Mark Haberman
President

What in the world?
Debbie Knopf figured she must be reeling in a nice sized
flounder based on the way it was fighting. Then two giant eye
spots appeared in the water and she knew it was something
unusual. The mystery creature turned out to be a Roundel
Skate and it sets a new club record at 1.79 lbs.
Way to go Debbie!
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Upcoming Events
Next Meeting:

Online Via Zoom, Tuesday, March 23rd, 2021
Fellowship starts at 7:00 PM
Meeting Proper Starts at 7:30
Speaker: Colby Elsass
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Directions will be emailed to club members
Cost: FREE to MEMBERS
What to bring: A dessert to share and your favorite
adult beverage (GOFC will supply soda and bottled
water)

Colby will talk about his work with Florida Marine
Tracks as well as fishing in the Homosassa/Crystal
River area.

GOFC Spring Tournament
(aka: The Big 10 Tournament)

Annual Seafood and Awards Banquet:

Prizes will be awarded based on a point system for
all Ellett Species that are in season at the time of the
tournament.

Come celebrate GOFC award winners with great
eats and good company. The tentative menu
includes, spiny lobster tails, crab legs, shrimp, and an
assortment of side dishes.

Tournament is free to GOFC Members, but only
GOFC Members may participate in the tournament.

Saturday, April 10th, 2021
4:00 pm - 7:00 pm

Cedar Key - Saturday, May 15, 2021

Additional details will be sent out via email.

Where: Ken and Debby Knopf’s boat barn.
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Fly Fishing in Saltwater - Part 2
By Glenn Acomb, GOFC Past President

Part 2 is an overview of salt water fly fishing in Big
Bend waters focused on a basic introduction to fly
casting, fly tying, and fishing in different waters of
the Big Bend. Part 1 can be found in the October,
2020 edition posted here: http://www.gofc.us/wp/wpcontent/uploads/2020/10/Acute-Angler-October-2020.
pdf

As discussed in Part 1, fly fishing is uniquely different
than conventional fishing, especially in the equipment,
techniques and finesse. Most noticeable, fly rods are
much taller at 9’ and much more limber. In contrast
with conventional fishing, the fly line together with the
lever of the fly rod propels the lightweight fly due to
the fly line’s weight and heavier forward portion. For
this reason fly casting requires more different and
careful body mechanics in order to successfully land
the fly softly and where intended.

Casting
A successful cast of a fly rod is not achieved through
strength and power. In fact, powering a cast will make
a mess of the line. Instead, successful fly casting is
achieved through a finessed stroke in order to “feel”
the rod “load” (energy transfer) to propel the line and
fly in the back and forward cast. This basic concept is
consistent through all fly casting strokes.

There are three casting strokes that are useful in
much of fly fishing pursuits: the forward cast, false
cast, and the roll cast. In the forward cast and
false cast, a “tight loop” of the line is important,
meaning the line out of the rod and the rod itself
(when extended) are parallel and close together (see
illustration). This allows for greater speed in the
line being cast with no excess movement of the line
upwards or downwards as would be in a high flying
loop. A loop that is not tight tends to resemble a high
arc and is hard to aim.
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Spring Accessory Sale
Sale prices good thru March 31, 2021

$

Buy Any
Power Pole or
Minn Kota
Shallow
Water Anchor
& Receive a
Gift Card up
to $200

1000 OFF

All Interstate
Batteries In Stock

Coast Guard Kit B

4 AK-1 vests, throw cushion,
fire extinguisher, flares, whistle,
anchor, anchor rope, dock lines

Bimini Tops

SALE $16995

Available in Gray, Royal Blue, Black
Burgundy & Navy. Excludes Camo.

54”-60”...Reg $369.95...$344.95

Boat Covers

61”-66”...Reg $375.95...$350.95
67”-72”...Reg $379.95...$354.95
73”-78”...Reg $389.95...$364.95
79”-84”...Reg $409.95...$384.95
85”-90”...Reg $549.95...$524.95
91”-96”...Reg $569.95...$544.95

10% OFF
All Covers

In-Stock as low
as $71.95

Over 150 To FREE GIFT
Choose From!
w/purchase

www.MillersBoating.com
2 Miles North of Ocala on Hwy 441 • 1661 NW 57th St.
352-622-7757 • 877-898-1463 • sales@millersboating.com
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The Forward Cast

The False Cast

This is the most often-used stroke to direct the line
and its fly to a target. It can be a long or short cast,
and is controlled by the length of line pulled from
the reel. To start most casts, fly line is pulled off the
reel to match the distance to reach the target and is
carefully laid at one’s feet, to avoid knots. For short
casts, the line that has been already cast or has been
pulled from the reel at the length to reach the distance
to the target is laid at one’s feet. When picked up
and cast, this is called “shooting” the line. For longer
casts, a “false cast” (a practice cast in the air without
landing) is used to extend the line at the distance to
the target.

The false cast - a forward cast (one or multiple times)
that allows the line to be lengthened in the process,
“builds” the loading of the rod and then can be
released when the length of line can reach the target.

A false cast is a cast in the air that does not land, feeding line out in the
process. Several can be made if needed.

Stripping off line before the cast

Making the forward cast with a tight loop
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The Roll Cast
The roll cast is a useful cast, not so much to achieve
distance as much as it is a quick cast that avoids
retrieving line and then false casting. When fishing, a
fish can appear nearby and a quick cast is necessary.
To avoid the effort and time in false casting and
potentially scare the fish, the line in the water can be
more quickly pulled so that the end of the line (with
fly) is laying in the water, and is straight and away
from the direction to be cast. The forward cast is then
made to propel the line to the target. The roll cast
is especially useful in fishing from a kayak when the
casting stroke and line will be close to the water and
fish.
Retrieving the Fly: Stripping

The roll cast while sitting in a kayak

Flies, like conventional lures, are given action through
the line. By “stripping” the line, this allows the fly to
move in a darting motion or “chug” like a popper. The
design of the fly with its shape and materials used,
enables a fly to “pop”, gurgle, submerge, or dart. Line
is “stripped” by being drawn through one’s first two
fingers (held loosely) to allow the hand to stop the
line. Stripping can be subtle through small and /or
short pulls forward, or can be stronger and/or longer
for greater movement of the fly as is necessary for
fast fish such as mackerel or tarpon.

Also, the various types of fly line also contribute
to fly movement. A floating line with a floating fly
is propelled forward on the surface by stripping. A
sinking tip line (on a floating line) allows the tip and
fly to sink with each strip, providing a suspending
or slight sinking of the fly. A sinking line (of which
there are several line weights that control the
speed) will bring down the fly to the anticipated
depth and the type of fly will allow it to sink rapidly,
pause with each strip, or suspend at each strip.
Leaders and Tippets
The last component of the fly line and the one that
connects to the fly is the leader and bit tippet. Like
conventional fishing, the leader can be mono or
fluorocarbon, often at a length of 7’ - 9’ to be able
to easily “turn over” as an extension of the fly line.
This requires several progressively lighter portions
of leader length - typically from 40 pound leader
transitioning to a 10 or 15 pound leader at the end.
This gradual size aids in the turning over of the line.
At the end of the leader, the bite tippet is attached
- often at a length of 12” - 30” - and at a line weight
withstand the fish bite and strength.
Fighting and Landing the Fish
Fighting the fish is not much different from
conventional fishing except that the rod is more
limber. This affords a shock absorbing quality when
a fish is makes a run or shakes its head. When
the fish strikes, the stripping hand is in the position
to hold on to the line and allow the rod to retrieve
the fish. Then, at a convenient time that the fish is
being controlled by holding the line, the fisher can
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reel in the line that is at the feet of the fly fisher. Once
the excess fly line is back on the reel, the fly reel’s
drag will aid in retrieving line and fish.
Tying Flies
Flies can be purchased at many fishing tackle stores
that feature fly fishing equipment, or they can be tied
by oneself - an especially enjoyable hobby which
allows custom preparation of flies. Tying flies requires
several specialized tools. First is the fly vise which
holds the hook and enables tying of the materials onto
the hook. Vises have either a C-clamp base to attach
to a table, or a weighted pedestal base to set on top
of the table. Some vises have jaws that can rotate
the fly to enable easier tying around the fly, armatures
that hold the thread away from the fly, the ability to
adjust the angle of the vise jaws, etc.

Fly vise with a C-clamp base to attach to table

Fly vise with pedestal base

Flies are tied by laying down wraps of nylon thread to
form a base onto the hook, and to form a base for the
fly materials to be tied. A series of fly materials (such
as feathers, fur, synthetics, etc.) can create a body to
resemble the shape, appearance and movement of
the food the fish is pursuing. For example, a baitfish
pattern is tied to resemble the shape, color and flash
of the baitfish - with movement of a tail. A shrimp or
crustacean pattern should resemble legs or antennae
shapes and move accordingly.
Other tools needed for fly tying include small scissors,
bobbins to hold fly thread, pliers for hackles, wire
cutters, a tool to thread the bobbin. These aid in
assembling the parts of a fly pattern together, the
thread is wrapped first to secure the parts and then
cement and an outer coating is used for protection.

The selection of fly tying materials are extensive,
allowing a wide variety of colors, patterns and
combinations of natural and synthetic materials.
For saltwater use, materials should be selected to
withstand the saltwater environment as well as the
teeth of certain saltwater species. While some natural
materials can hold up in saltwater use, synthetics are
often a longer lasting choice. There are numerous
materials for bodies, tails, antennae, eyes, and
even rattles to be added to the fly. There are even
lightweight spoon flies to be created or purchased.

Threads
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Spoon: The Dupre Spoon

Deer bucktails (natural)

Crustaceans: A Merkin Crab (left) and a Shrimp pattern (right)

Here are some excellent choices of proven and
versatile inshore flies:

Synthetics for flash or tails

As in conventional saltwater tackle, the fly angler
carries flies an assortment of flies in various colors,
patterns and weights. The materials of the flies create
different action in the water as the fly is stripped
and this causes the fly fisher to have various fly
patterns, materials and weights to present the fly in
the appearance, movement, and location in the water
column. For weight, flies are commonly tied with
metal eyes or thin metal strips on the hook shank to
reach deeper in the water column.

Top water Fly: The Gurgler

Suspending or Sinking Baitfish: the Clouser Minnow
Typical saltwater fly box and patterns
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Spanish Mackerel - Macks are lots of fun due to their
speed and voracious attitude. For this reason the fly
should be stripped very rapidly in long strips. Once
a Spanish Mackerel hits a fly, hold on to the rod to be
prepared for the force and speed of their run. Due to
their sharp teeth, flies should be tied with long shank
hooks and/or with a short wire leader of 8”-12”. Light
colors with lots of flash are good choices.
A Clouser Minnow pattern with weighted eye

A Discussion of Fish Species and Fishing
Techniques
Fly fishing is especially popular inshore, and in some
areas offshore. For our discussion, we will focus on
inshore, and therefore we will discuss the use of an
8-weight rod and 8-weight floating line. A floating line
is good for shallow water (under 3’-4’ depending upon
the weight of the fly) which is common in our waters
as we have many warm months of fishing. One can
also use a floating line that has an integrated sinking
tip, to allow the line tip and leader to sink to water
depths up to 5’-6’ depending upon the weight of the
fly. If fishing deeper water is desired (as is common in
the winter), a sinking line is recommended.
Fish Species
A wide variety of inshore gamefish can be taken on fly
and the knowledge of conventional fishing transfers
easily. Here are several examples of fish common the
Big Bend, all which can be fished with rod/line weights
7-9:
Speckled Trout - This is probably the most easily
caught gamefish on fly rod due to their aggressive
feeding nature. They can be taken on the surface
with gurglers, poppers, etc., as well as on suspending
or sinking flies. Commonly used flies are a Gurgler or
Popper for top water, or a weighted Clouser Minnow
for suspending or deeper depths. These common
flies come in a wide variety of colors and patterns.
For Clousers, I tie flies with light, medium and heavy
weighted eyes to fish various depths of water.
Redfish - This is another fish that readily takes a
fly, and redfish are exciting to sight fish when they
are tailing. Good flies for reds are crustacean flies
(shrimp or crab patterns) or gamefish patterns in
mullet shapes. Spoon flies and Clouser flies are
popular flies for fishing for redfish.

Snook - Fly fishing for snook is good in the southern
part of the Big Bend, being most available in the
vicinity of Crystal River and further south. Snook
are strong fighters and can get quite large (up to
20 pounds inshore). Catching large snook with an
8-weight will be an exciting, but possible. Otherwise,
if one expects to find larger snook, a 9-weight might
be a better choice. Snook flies should be a bit larger,
and can include Clousers, Streamers, Gurglers, and
other baitfish imitations.
Ladyfish - While the Ladyfish is not a prominent
target species, it can be most enjoyable on a fly rod
since they are available and voracious. They hit a
fly with abandon, run and jump with the best of any
fish. I recommend using the same flies as Spanish
Mackerel, tied in white with a lot of flash, and stripped
with great speed. They can be tough on leaders and
flies so pay attention to leaders and tippets.
Tarpon - For those that wish to hunt the silver king,
a larger fly rod is necessary and is based on the
size of the tarpon. A 9-weight is suitable for baby
tarpon in the 20-30 pound range; a 10-weight should
handle a 50-70 pound fish; and those that seek the
100 pound or bigger tarpon, a 12-weight is best.
Recommendations for tarpon flies should be sought at
fly fishing outfitters in the area you intend to fish.
Fly Fishing in Salt Water: Part 1 and 2 are presented
as a brief introduction to this enjoyable style of
fishing. There is much more to learn as you begin
your journey and as you progress in experience.
Resources include books, clubs and information
on the internet. Check out the websites of the
Orvis Company, Scientific Anglers, and Fly Fishers
International, and books like Fly Fishing in Salt Water
and The Orvis Guide to Saltwater Fly Fishing by the
Orvis Company. In addition, there are numerous
videos on YouTube that will help you with casting,
tying, leader building, and other practices. Tight
Lines!!
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Recent Catches
Angler
Ken Knopf

Species
Seatrout

Weight
4.04 lbs

Date Caught
3/11/2021

Location
Keaton Beach

Lure/Bait
Mirrodine

Chic hinton
Debby Knopf
Ed Ellett

Seatrout
Rondel skate
Redfish

3.63 lbs
1.78 lbs
6 lbs

3/9/2021
2/27/2021
2/25/2021

Keaton Beach
Cedar Key
Keaton Beach

Mirrodine
Shrimp
Shrimp

Debby Knopf

Seatrout

1.62 lbs

2/22/2021

Keaton Beach

Mirrodine

Debby Knopf

Bluefish

2.22 lbs

2/22/2021

Keaton Beach

Live bait

Allen Turner

Seatrout

4.72 lbs

2/18/2021

Barnett Creek

Live Shrimp

Dale Reed

Sheepshead

3.26 lbs

2/17/2021

Cedar Key

Shrimp

Dale Reed
Dale Reed
Dale Reed
Dale Reed

Bluefish
Sheepshead
Sheepshead
Bluefish

2.4 lbs
3.26 lbs
3.26 lbs
2.8 lbs

2/17/2021
2/17/2021
2/17/2021
2/17/2021

Cedar Key

Lure
Shrimp
Shrimp
Plug

NOW OPEN IN CEDAR KEY!

Cedar Key
Cedar Key
Cedar Key

One stop-shopping for ice, water,
marine fuel, bait, hot bar & supplies.

$2 for 20 lb bag or 24 lb bulk
MCCRACKER ENT. LLC TWICE THE ICE

Happy
Customers!

CASH OR CREDIT ACCEPTED

TWICE THE ICE CEDAR KEY FL • NEXT TO MARATHON GAS & ISLAND JIFFY
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FWC Updates
New species added to FWC
Catch a Florida Memory
- Saltwater Reel Big Fish
Program
The Florida Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Commission
(FWC) and its saltwater
angler recognition program,
Catch a Florida Memory
will see the addition of two
new qualifying Reel Big
Fish. Effective March 1, anglers will be able to earn
Reel Big Fish recognition for vermilion snapper and
saltwater catfish.
To qualify for a Reel Big Fish achievement, a fish
must reach or exceed the qualifying length listed
for each species in youth (under age 16) or adult
categories. The qualifying length for vermilion
snapper is 17 inches for adults and 13 inches for
youth, while the qualifying length for saltwater catfish
(gafftopsail or hardhead) is 22 inches for adults and
16 inches for youth. All Reel Big Fish catches must
be photographed over a qualifying measuring device
clearly showing the exact full length of the fish. A
photo of the fish with the angler submitting the catch
is also required.

These new Reel Big Fish additions give both inshore
and offshore anglers new goals to keep them on the
water targeting a variety of fish species. Vermilion
snapper and saltwater catfish are also great table
fare and are worth taking home to try out a new fish
recipe.
Successful anglers who submit an approved Reel Big
Fish receive a colorful certificate, custom-designed
T-shirt by Tony Ivory Art and Apparel, Tervis tumbler
from Discover Martin County, monthly raffle entry to
win great prizes from partners like Mount This! Fish
Company and SeaDek Marine Products, and other
goodies in recognition of their achievement. New Reel
Big Fish recipients will also be listed in the Saltwater
Recreational Fishing Regulations booklet and on
the Club Members page. Anglers who are missing a
photograph of their fish over a measuring device can
be awarded a Reel Big Fish Honorable Mention digital
certificate instead (emailed to the angler).
Are you interested in signing up for Catch a
Florida Memory? Participate today by visiting
CatchaFloridaMemory.com.
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Saltwater Fishing Report - March 18, 2021
By Gary Simpson

Gulf redfish seem on the slow side out of most
ports, but speckled trout numbers are picking
up. Over the stellar-weather weekend, nice trout
reports came from Steinhatchee, Horseshoe
Beach, Suwannee, and Cedar Key. But the
best news from the gulf might be the arrival of
Spanish mackerel on the favorite Spanish spot
of Gainesville anglers. Fair numbers of mackerel
have been seen for weeks out of Steinhatchee,
but the first good report out of Cedar Key came

early this week, when Steve Beeland and Bill
Frederick headed out to Seahorse Reef hoping to
find some early macks. The Gainesville anglers
weren’t disappointed. They found the Spanish
“in abundance” and filled limits in two hours. The
only drawback was the size of the sharp-toothed
predators. Beeland said, “There were no big
ones, though … all were small to medium”.
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